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#1 Boost your

endorphins in the

morning 
The best way to kick start your day is with exercise.  

Here’s the deal -- it doesn't have to be difficult.

You only have to do five minutes of high-intensity

exercise to feel the boost. Five minutes - that’s it.

Everyone can carve five minutes out of their day.

(It’s even scientifically proven to help your day

begin stress-free) What’s the harm in trying?

Here are some examples: yoga, burpees, jumping jacks, running in

place, or going for a walk.

Consistency is key. Make it a habit to start exercising just a few days a week to energize your power. 
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#2 set boundaries 

Let’s get one thing straight; saying no is honoring

yourself. Saying yes all the time depletes your energy

which exhausts the power you hold for the day. 

Saying no balances your life and allows you to gain

more wisdom, understanding, and strength to

accomplish the projects and goals you have created

for yourself.  

Here's an example: When someone asks if you can do

carpool for the week, tell them you have to check your

calendar, but you’ll respond in 24 hours. This is a

respectful time and allows you space to check your

calendar to see if you’re mentally or physically available. 

 

This is my go-to line for any projects, requests, or

questions people ask me. Having this as a response

allows me to set boundaries. I’m putting myself first,

keeping my energy for the day, and creating boundaries. 
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#3 trust yourself

“Everything in the universe is within you.  Ask all from

yourself.” Rumi

You are more powerful than you think. Find your

inner strength, wisdom, courage, and confidence

when entering any moment. This will remind you to

work with the moment not against it. Remember life is

a journey and you are never alone. Reach inside

yourself to find that the peace and security you have

been longing for are within you. 

Try this Strategy:  Write down the answers to these questions

and reflect on your answers. 

1. When you feel like you can’t trust yourself, ask yourself, what

can you learn from this moment or this person today?

2. Can you ask yourself confidently what you want and accept

the helpful feedback without getting defensive?
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#4 gather your tribe

The people you interact with are contributing to your energy.

This can have a profound effect on your mindset. Are there

times where you feel drained after being around certain

people? or certain personalities? These people are what I like

to call vampires -- they suck the energy out of you.  This may

be a co-worker, family member, etc.  Recognizing that energy

is the first step in protecting yourself. 

You want to surround yourself with people who love and

support you. This is the time to unfriend toxic, draining

relationships. You have the power to choose who you want in

your life. I’ll be honest; It’s not an overnight shift, but once you

welcome this awareness you’ll feel encouraged to surround

yourself with loving and supportive people. Those people are

your tribe. 

Write down the answers to these questions.

Then reflect on your answers. Think about

those in your life and reflect for each person. 

 

1. What do you get out of this relationship(s)?

2. What do you hope for in this relationship(s)?

3. Does this relationship bring you joy(s)?

4. Does this relationship give you love and support?
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#5 Hire a Therapist or

Coach (ME) or Both

Therapists and divorce coaches have deep levels of

understanding and experience when it comes to the

psychological and emotional aspects of a divorce and

discernment process. 

Divorce coaching is catered to your current situation -

whether you’re in the middle of a divorce, already divorced,

or trying to decide if you should, we build a plan around you.

The work is usually designed around healing your emotions,

communicating at every stage, discussing co-parenting plans,

and starting on the road towards divoce recovery and a new

beginning. 
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you made it. 

These five tips are just the tip of the iceberg in

terms of tools to helping you survive before,

during, or after divorce. I want to leave you

with this -- believe in yourself and your ability

to persist. Surround yourself with love while

also giving yourself love. 

For further assistance DM @inspobylilliezhan Email: info@lilliezhan.com
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